HOSTED SERVER AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SERVICE BRIEF

Hosted Server and Infrastructure
Maintaining your own server and IT infrastructure is very costly. With FRS Pros, get
exactly what your business needs without additional costs.
Outsource Your Infrastructure
Eliminate management and hardware expenses
by hosting your server in the cloud.
Everybody has
heard of the cloud,
but many
businesses are
unaware of the
many benefits that
cloud hosting can
offer small and
medium-sized
businesses; namely the incredible cost savings.
By hosting your server and other mission-critical
applications in a reliable, properly managed
fashion, you minimize your network’s physical
infrastructure and save on operational costs. Less
hardware also means more office space that can
be better leveraged to your advantage.
Best of all, hosted infrastructure can be managed
by our IT experts to ensure constant reliability,
stability, and security. We ensure that your data
is always redundantly backed up in preparation
for a worst-case scenario, and we maximize
security to mitigate the chances of
that happening.

Revolutionize your IT
Stop purchasing expensive hardware only to pay
to administer, maintain, and manage it.
Our data center provides secure, reliable access
to your servers. Forget about security patches,
software updates, and hardware management.

FRS Pros’s Hosted Server environment is scalable,
giving you the ability to customize your solution
to fit your business’s unique needs.

Features

Business Computing

 Scalable Infrastructure

Access files and applications from anywhere.

 Versatile Virtual Offices

In addition to the numerous cost benefits and
operational improvements, a hosted server
infrastructure allows you to access your files from
a number of different devices, whenever you
want. This is perfect for businesses with multiple
offices or employees who need to work from
home or on the road.

 Fully Managed IT Systems

With our Hosted Server solution, you can access
critical productivity software, like Microsoft Office
and your CRM tools, in a virtual environment. In
other words, your IT environment is fully
managed in our secure data center. With greater
functionality comes greater productivity, and the
solution will quickly pay for itself in savings costs.

Benefits

 Enterprise-Level Network
Operations Center

 Maximum Uptime and Resilience

 Reduced management costs.
 Greater network performance.
 All of the benefits of hardware with
none of the upkeep responsibilities.

Infrastructure in the Cloud
Take your whole IT to the cloud.
FRS Pros offers a full range of hosted
infrastructure solutions including data storage,
desktop virtualization, and more. With a
completely managed hosted IT infrastructure,
you’ll no longer have to worry about hardware
and software upgrades again. Expand your
horizons today with a free IT consultation
from FRS Pros.

Get Proactive, Call Us TODAY! 561-795-2000
www.frspros.com | info@frspros.com

 Remote Services

 Comprehensive remote monitoring
and maintenance at all times.

 Faster resolution, priority SLAs, and
constant uptime monitoring.

 Customized solutions to suit the
unique needs of your business.

Complete IT Support
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